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Krista Tippett delivers Convocation on “The Mystery & Art of Living”

Krista Tippett spoke on stage at the Lawrence Memorial Chapel on Tuesday, Feb. 16, delivering the second of three speech in the 2015-16 Lawrence University Conocation Series..
Photo by Hitkarsh Chanana

Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Tuesday, Feb. 16, journalist, author and radio host Krista
Tippett delivered Lawrence’s
Convocation, discussing the mystery and art of living. The subject
matter comes from a well-known
but unexpected figure—Albert
Einstein.
“Einstein’s real passion was
science, but he became really
disillusioned with scientists and
the role of scientists in the early
20th century, so he started looking for other types of genius in the
world,” began Tippett, “He said
that is spiritual genius in the art
of living. And I like that phrase:

spiritual genius.”
Tippett admitted that she is
constantly asked about the defining qualities of the wisest people
she has interviewed for her show
and accredits it mostly to that
phrase.
“Spiritual genius is not about
lofty ideals, it is much more about
flesh, blood, time, space,” continued Tippett.
Describing our culture as one
of “fluid religious identity,” Tippett
is excited that our institutions are
being imploded by the pace of
change—including religion.
“That sort of strident religiosity that was out front not only has
receded, but I think now we have
a generation coming into adult-

hood, your generation, where
kids that may have been raised
in religious families, many not,
are allergic to that sort of strident
religiosity, so are crafting their
own religious lives,” said Tippett,
“But what hasn’t happened—spiritual searching and spiritual life,
ethical passion, moral imagination, personal growth, that hasn’t
gone away.”
Despite this, Tippett recognizes the value that religion is
rooted in.
“Core impulses and core
questions of religious traditions
will survive but in different forms.
I don’t know what church will look
like fifty years from now,” said
Tippett, “Taking the principles of

religion outside the institutions,
we want to be of service; we want
to be caring we want to create life
of meaning and compassionate
communities, which calls religion
back to its highest ideals.”
She recognizes this as valuable due to what she considers are
the negative effects of our “24/7
media environment where we are
saturated all day with news.”
“It is important to point at the
hopeful and generative aspects at
this point in time because media
and journalism is much better,
more rigorous at examining and
exposing at what is going wrong,
extraordinarily terrible, than it
is at what is going right,” said
Tippett, “It almost doesn’t seem

right or good to cover what is
going right. It is always over simplified. It is almost always these
saintly people who none of us
could be like, it is the feel good
side bar fluffy feature. So it is
important to me when talking
about goodness or spiritual evolution to point out that it is actually
possible in the thick of our lives.”
As a result, Tippett asks us to
consider taking steps to making
our lives more positive, namely by
“increasing gratitude, remembering the virtue of listening, paying
more attention to the beauty and
what we are doing when we feel
most beautiful, and using ‘love’

“We have wanted this for
more than seven years,” said Vice
President for Student Affairs
Nancy Truesdell. “We have always
had a desire to complete the
whole picture of students’ wellness, and a part of that is their
identity which is wrapped up in
their spiritual ideas and participation in social justice,” Truesdell
said. The impetus for this position
was based on a comparison of
similar colleges and universities,
only two of which did not have
this position.
Deans of religious and spiri-

tual life on other campuses are not
exclusively for religious or faithbased students. They are intended
to be leaders on campus that are
very oriented towards equity and
social justice—values that both
secular and religious or spiritual
individuals may be interested in.
This person will also help the college heal from tragedy or aid in
the celebration of success.
Truesdell expressed the
importance of this person in particular regard to the racial issues
currently happening on campus.
Social justice issues and volun-

teerism are as equally important in the position as religion.
The position will certainly be a
resource for students who are
faith-based, but also for those students who want to be part of a just
and fair atmosphere. It is a gap
many students have noticed. “On
other campuses, they are a powerful presence, and their personality and role in the atmosphere of
each institution is vital,” added
Truesdell.
Many students have communicated confusion about this
position’s purpose. Truesdell

describes it as a combination of
a member of the senior administration and a counselor. While
this person could likely serve as
a counselor, they would also be
involved in much broader and
programmatic areas like meditation, film series or book talks.
They would work outside of the
classroom in activities for faithbased students. Examples include
providing transportation to synagogues for interested students, or
providing arenas for students to
explore contemplation and mindfulness.

See page 11

Lawrence announces plans to hire dean of religious and spiritual life

Eleanor Legault
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

This past August, Lawrence
University received a generous
donation from Tom Hurvis to
honor his wife Julie Esch Hurvis
and to establish a new position at
Lawrence: dean of religious and
spiritual life. Next week, a committee will begin the search to put
someone in place for the 2016-17
academic year. Lawrence has also
hired an independent search firm
to help attain a diverse mix of
applicants.
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MALAYSIA: The Federal Bureau of Investigation is
examining a fund set up by Goldman Sacks suspected
of funneling over $600 million into the bank account
of Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak. The official explanation—that the money was gifted by Saudi
Arabia as a reward for helping the country fight against
the Islamic State—has been met with skepticism.

CUBA: President Barack Obama has approved the
construction of a tractor factory in Cuba by American
entrepreneurs. It is the first American factory in Cuba
in more than half a century.

SAUDI ARABIA: The Saudi foreign minister has
threatened to remove Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
by force if peace talks in Syria are not successful. Saudi
Arabia has moved military aircraft to bases in Turkey
in recent weeks, and have stated that they would be
willing to contribute troops to a U.S. led ground invasion of Syria.

CUBA: Pope Francis met with the Patriarch Kiril of
the Russian Orthodox Church in Havana, marking the
first time the heads of these two Christian branches
have met since the Great Schism in the year 1054.
MIDDLE EAST: According to the Associated Press,
the Islamic State is now facing a major cash shortage.
Salaries of fighters have been halved in important cities such as Raqqa, and resources such as electricity are
being rationed.

KidsGive takes East Coast trip, prepares for Sierra Leone return
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Lawrence University’s own
educational charity, KidsGive,
took its first ever trip to the East
Coast this past reading period.
The group went to Philadelphia
and New York City and collaborated with a Philadelphia-based
nonprofit, HealthyNewsWorks, to
film a series of health-related videos for use in the club’s current
and future volunteering efforts.
According to junior and
KidsGive Finance Chair Alex
Kurki, KidsGive is an international group headquartered here in
Appleton. The group’s mission is
“to educate students in the U.S.
about African life and cultures and
promote informed giving.” They
also strive to “provide children in
Sierra Leone with the opportunity to learn and become the next
great leaders of their generation.”
Edwin & Ruth West Professor
of Economics and Social Science
and Professor of Government
Claudena Skran founded the organization after being inspired by
multiple trips to Western Africa.
Traditionally, the club travels to
Sierra Leone every spring break.
However, the 2014 Ebola outbreaks interrupted the planned

2015 trip, so Skran instead
arranged a field experience in
Jamaica. Now, KidsGive maintains
volunteering connections both
in Jamaica and Sierra Leone, and
plans to travel to West Africa over
spring break.
In preparation for this year’s
big trip, seven students from
KidsGive spent reading period on
the East Coast, shooting two short
films in the form of newscasts.
KidsGive worked on the project
with HealthyNewsWorks, a nonprofit focused on promoting journalism as a skill and a career path
for underprivileged children.
Marian Uhlman, Director of
HealthyNewsWorks, was excited
about the prospect of cooperation. “This has been a while in the
planning … the idea of having our
kids work with college students to
make a video that will be shown
in Sierra Leone was wonderful,
because it can teach our students
about the scope of the medium,”
said Uhlman.
As part of the weekend,
Philadelphia elementary children
from St. Veronica’s and St. Martin
de Porres’ schools got up early
to film videos with health-related
scripts—one about Ebola, and the
other stressing the importance
of hygiene and hand-washing.
KidsGive plans to show these vid-

KidsGive members work with children at St. Veronica Elementary School.
Photo by Alex Kurki

eos as educational materials during their trip to Sierra Leone later
this year.
Kurki expressed enthusiasm
at the idea: “I think it’s impor-

KidsGive members work on film about hygiene with HealthNewsWorks.
Photo by Alex Kurki

tant. We are constructing a well
at Conforti School with funding
from local and international rotary clubs, and this video will help
kids use it effectively.”

Skran also took the opportunity to raise awareness about
Sierra Leone and about the need
for organizations like KidsGive.
On Tuesday, Feb. 9, she held a
free talk titled “Ebola and children: Stories of loss and resilience” at the Healthy NewsWorks
headquarters. She “shared the stories of children who lost homes,
parents, and months of schooling while enduring quarantines
and hospitalizations” during the
pandemic. KidsGive also hosted a
Lawrence alumni event and fundraiser on Saturday in New York
during which Lawrentians were
invited to contribute to the cause.
Overall,
the
weekend
was a success. KidsGive and
HealthyNewsWorks successfully
cooperated to make two different
videos to be shown in Sierra Leone
and made a lasting organizational
connection. “The Lawrence kids
were really lovely,” said Uhlman.
“I would love to work with them
again.”
Many young Philadelphia
students showed up to help and
developed a real interest in the
problems facing Sierra Leone
and other developing countries.
Uhlman concluded, “This kind of
educational experience is a key
ingredient in making the world
better.”
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Rekindling the Spark
Fiona Masterton
Columnist

_____________________________________________

Dear Fiona,
I am losing interest in my
classes. I really loved them at the
start of the term — I used to be so
into everything we were studying.
All the readings were amazing,
class discussions were great and I
was so excited about the subject,
but now it just feels like a chore.
How can I rekindle the love that
I once had for my classes? I don’t
want the rest of my term to be
miserable.
- Joyless Junior

Dear Joyless Junior,
I’ve talked to a lot of people
who have experienced this, so you
are not alone. Rekindling your
love for your classes is achievable,
but it will take effort on your part.
First, try to clear your mind
before you go to class. Walk into
class like it’s the first day of term,
free from expectations and assumptions. Try to listen to the

lecture or class discussion receptively and get excited about what
you’re hearing. If you’re stuck in
the rut of just going to class and
sitting through it with your eyes
on the clock, this method can help
you get out of it.
Another thing you can try is
to make a date with your readings.
Print them out — even if you usually don’t — go to a coffee shop or
just make yourself a really nice
cup of coffee or tea and just read.
Don’t try to take notes, just absorb the information, get sucked
into the content. If you normally
listen to music while you do readings, try listening to white noise
instead. I love listening to music
while I do work, but sometimes
it’s hard to fully concentrate on
what you’re reading — or writing,
for that matter — when you’re listening to music.
Sometimes I find that reading
out loud helps me really get into
the article or book and helps me
understand what the author is trying to say. After you’ve taken your

readings on a date, try to read
them from then on like you would
read a novel you really love. Curl
up with a blanket and some cocoa
and really try to enjoy the process
of reading for class.
The last thing that I would
suggest is that you talk to your
professor about it. Go to office
hours and ask for help. You want
to be excited about this class, and
you were at one point. They are
probably excited about it— they

Winter Lane

are teaching it for a reason — so
maybe they can remind you of
why you found this topic is so cool
in the first place. Get them to nerd
out with you about it, because that
can be a lot of fun.
If you have a project for that
class, ask for some help with it and
get their perspective on the project. It could help you get more into
the subject. Professors want their
students to enjoy their classes, so
if you’re not having fun anymore

but you want to be, they will try
very hard to get you excited about
the class.
This will take some effort
from you to achieve, but it can be
done. Aside from these methods
that I’ve suggested, in general
just try to remind yourself why
you originally decided to take the
class in the first place. Really think
about the subject and talk to your

See page 8

This serial story is written by

Rebel, Rebel

Lawrence University’s Creative Writing Club.
This week’s author is Karina A. Barajas.

“A-A-AHHH!” I screamed, swatting away
a hairy black dot with eight legs. Oh, it’s just
another spider.
“C-c-curse you!” I yelled at it, trying to
sound brave. Who was I trying to fool by
yelling at something so small?
My house is an old Victorian, sturdy
and musty. The rooms are cold and smell of
year-old laundry. I am 18 years old and live
alone. My parents died in a car crash four
years ago, and I miss them dearly. I have
been afraid to step outside the house since
then. I am petrified that if I ever leave the
house, every single thing would have the
potential to kill me. I imagine the outside
world to be ugly and mean compared to my
fragile and precious life. I hate living in fear,
but I hate the thought of death even more.
My name is Nel, but everyone in town
calls me Nervous Nelly because I stutter. I
wish I was not so nervous. Truth is, I do not
have any friends. I sometimes wish there
was someone else out there who understood my loneliness, but who would, in this
town full of hoodlums and rascals?
One day, however, a mysterious man
showed up at my doorstep, and my life
changed forever. He knocked on my door. He
extended his slender arm and said, “Here,
try this.”
I looked at the man skeptically. He was
standing in front of a large white truck that
was blaring a cheery jingle. He was dressed
in a black suit and a red tie. The way he
looked kind of reminded me of my father,
and his soothing voice sounded like my
mother’s. I bit my lip and tried to fight back
tears from this thought.
The object in his hand was a red- and
white- striped cylinder with a handle. Inside
there were two bright pink globs of something I could not recognize. I cringed. What
if this thing was poisoned? But the man’s
eyes looked so warm, and his smile genu-

ine. It was nice, yet almost too nice for
someone from Winter Lane. Even so, maybe
it couldn’t hurt to reach out and take the
object from him. This could be a bad idea,
but what if it wasn’t?
I hesitantly took the object from his
hand. I wasn’t sure what to do with it. He
noticed me glaring and squinting at it like it
was some kind of foreign animal.
He laughed gleefully and said, “You
taste it. With your tongue. Like this.”
He brought the cup to his lips and stuck
out his tongue to lick the top of the unidentifiable glob.
“See, it’s not poisonous,” he reassured
me.
It was like he had read my mind. I cautiously stuck out my tongue and tasted the
odd ball of pink. It was creamy and sweet.
It tasted like the strawberries I had picked
with mom and dad every summer, back
when they were alive. I wanted to cry, but
at the same time, I couldn’t help but smile.
“You like it, huh? It’s called ice cream.”
Mmm … ice cream. I had never heard of
it before, but I liked it. I really did. It was the
first time I genuinely felt … happy.
“Th-th-thanks, sir!” I said, and then he
was gone. It was like I had dreamed him up,
but the taste of strawberries still lingered on
my lips. A tear of happiness came to my eye.
Now I heard the sound of foot steps. I
ran back into the house and up to my sanctuary. I peeked out the window and saw a
boy. This was not the first time. Everyday at
high noon, this boy looked up at my window.
A Peeping Tom of sorts. I wonder who this
boy was. Was he lonely too?
On this particular day, I did the unthinkable. I tapped on the window. The boy stood
there looking right at me, emotionless. I
slowly lifted my hand and waved. Much to

See page 5

Savvas Sfairopoulos
Columnist

___________________________

It is a common practice among friends
who have seen my dorm room to indict me
for my seeming pretentiousness; owning
a poster of Bob Dylan smoking a cigarette while being a non-smoker yourself
is, apparently, highly ostentatious. Even
though my confidantes are highly aware
of my endless flirtation with conspicuity, many of them are astonished by my
endorsement of the casual tobacco consumption seen in Dylan’s picture, considering my anti-smoking ideology. What
many of my acquaintances fail to realize
is that I used to consume, although never
in large quantities, both tobacco and alcohol, but later consciously abandoned these
substances altogether. Despite the numerous health benefits that I have experienced
ever since, the desire to resume still lurks
in the dark corners of my mind. Looking
at society’s treatment of this topic, whilst
also reminiscing on my own experiences,
this kind of longing is not surprising.
One of my favorite authors and political pugilists, the late great Christopher
Hitchens, wrote in his memoir that,
“Alcohol makes other people less tedious,
and food less bland, and can help provide
what the Greeks called entheos, or the
slight buzz of inspiration when reading or
writing.” Evidently, for him and many other
writers and artists alike, the consumption of alcohol and tobacco and several
other psychoactive drugs — if the artist
was brave enough — has functioned as a
getaway, a powerful generator of ideas and
a guilty pleasure. However, this should be
expected of artists; individuals who strive
to redefine socio-political, aesthetic and
cultural norms may expose themselves to
numerous otherworldly and metaphysical
experiences as a means to inspire them-

selves. Even though I am a big fan of
Sigmund Freud’s psychedelic Über Coca
and David Bowie’s cocaine-infused album,
Station To Station, I am highly disapproving of and appalled by the romanticization
of such substance use.
I guess it should not be surprising
that some of the best advertisements of all
time were related to alcohol and tobacco.
I shall never forget how captivated I was
when I first saw Johnnie Walker’s revolutionary use of computer animation in the
famous “Human (Android)” commercial
released back in 2006. The anthropomorphic machine’s soliloquy was an attempt
to encourage viewers to become aware of
their mortality and therefore to just give
in to their indulgences. Numerous similar advertisements have emerged on the
media throughout the years. Coincidentally,
many of them made use of clips from James
Dean, Marlon Brando, Marilyn Monroe or
Alain Delon movies as a means of relating
masculinity and class to the acts of smoking and drinking. As such, new generations
of young men and women may be highly
influenced by displays of their idols flaunting such pernicious activities. I know I was.
Thankfully, my parents have been
tremendously caring and always acted
as beacons of reason and understanding
whenever I found myself sailing in vast
seas of confusion. I remember having my
first two drinks with my parents. I later
identified what my limits were, and so
I never exceeded them when I went out
with friends. Nevertheless, my parents had
always been quite disapproving of smoking; they always encouraged both me and
my brother to stay away from cigarettes.
On the other hand, my father’s parents were avid smokers; to put flesh on
the bones of it, they went through numer-

See page 11
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Men’s basketball eliminated from conference tournament
Jordan Atkins
Staff Writer

__________________________________

The Lawrence University
Men’s Basketball team’s (Vikings)
season is coming to a close on
Feb. 19. The season has truly been
filled with ups and downs for
the 9-13 Vikings. Out of 22 total
games, 10 have been decided by
five points or less, including six
decided by a single possession.
The Vikings suffered a sixgame losing streak in the middle
of the season, but managed to
follow it with wins in four of its
next five games and a heartbreakingly close loss to St. Norbert
College (Green Knights). A couple

of missed shots in the closing minutes prevented Lawrence from
handing the Green Knights their
first conference loss since 2013
and inserting themselves back
into contention for the conference
tournament. “We have played
with a lot of energy, a lot of effort,”
said senior and point guard Jamie
Nikitas of the team’s turnaround.
“We have really started playing for
each other and [we are] not worried about who we are playing or
where we are playing.”
Unfortunately, Lawrence’s
streak of great play came to a
close when the team suffered its
worst loss of the season to Beloit
College. This was the Vikings’ first

loss to Beloit since 2012. After
the loss, the team enjoyed its first
Saturday of 2016 without a game.
“In some ways, it would have been
nice to get right back on the court
after a loss like that, but this late
in the season I think the guys’
bodies are getting a little beat up,
so having that weekend off is really going to help us,” said Nikitas.
Head Coach Joel DePagter
allowed members of the team to
go home for reading period and
take a couple days off of practice.
Being well rested will be important as the final stretch of the
season will not be easy in the
competitive Midwest Conference.
While mathematically elimi-

Eardley scored off assists from
junior Felix Henriksson and
senior Brandon Boelter. Freshman
Nick Felan and sophomore Lane
King fed senior Renato Engler the
puck for a fourth goal 5:14 into
the third period for good measure,
securing a solid 4-2 Viking victory.
Junior goaltender Mattias
Soderqvist was superb in the
net for the Vikings, totaling 41
saves to Northland’s 27. The
Lumberjacks outshot the Vikings
43-31, but saw less success offensively. Lawrence went 1-for-2 on
the power play while Northland
went 0-for-4.
The concluding game of the
series began in the early afternoon
of Saturday, Feb. 13, again at the
Bay Area Civic Center. Invigorated
by the previous night’s win and
the fresh northern air, the Vikings
had no trouble putting the puck in
the net right out of the gate. Junior
Ryan Robertson and sophomore
Jake Roeper picked up assists
after delivering the puck to freshman Josh Koepplinger, who scored
the first goal of the game exactly a
minute in.

After 19 scoreless minutes
and an intermission, the second
period saw the bulk of the action
on Saturday. Northland got on
the board 1:47 into the second
period, and the Vikings were not
able to retaliate until the 15:32
mark. King scored Lawrence’s second and final goal off assists from
Engler and Felan. Unlike Friday,
however, the Vikings were unable
to hold onto the lead or pull further ahead. The Lumberjacks
found the net 1:52 before the end
of the second period to tie the
game. A scoreless third period
sent the game to a scoreless fiveminute overtime. The Vikings settled for a tie, which earned each
team one point for the night.
Northland again outshot
Lawrence 36-31, although the
third period and overtime were
both dominated by the Vikings.
Soderqvist recorded 34 saves on
Saturday to the Lumberjacks’ 29
and picked up the NCHA Defensive
Player of the Week honor for
the second week in a row. The

nated from the conference tournament, the Vikings still have plenty
to play for. Nikitas hopes that
the difference in the team’s final
games will come down to execution, rather than leaving anything
to chance. “When you take care of
the stuff you can control, all that
matters is whether or not shots
go in,” said Nikitas. “Luckily some
[shots] for us have fallen and we
have had some big wins.”
The Vikings are not the type
of team to back down from a
challenge. “We know we can play
with anyone so coming out, playing with confidence, energy [and]
effort and playing together [are]
going to be what we are trying to

do,” Nikitas added.
The Vikings will have a difficult time replacing Nikitas and fellow senior Troy Miller next year,
but a good finish to this season
could kick-start the team’s success next year. Nikitas hopes that
his younger teammates will continue to do things the right way
in his and Miller’s absence. “The
guys are definitely going to have
to step up,” said Nikitas. “I am
hoping that the example we set
for the younger guys really helps
them moving forward.”

Hockey looks to clinch playoff berth Women’s basketball ends
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
Men’s Hockey team (Vikings)
(8-12-3, 7-8-3 NCHA) collected
three more points toward their
playoff run last weekend in a road
series against Northland College
(Lumberjacks) (7-14-2, 8-11-1
NCHA).
On Friday, Feb. 12, the
Vikings took to the ice at the Bay
Area Civic Center in Ashland,
Wis., for the series opener. The
Lumberjacks scored quickly to
take an early lead, but Lawrence
senior Matt Moore responded for
the Vikings at 8:05 off an assist
from senior Ryan Rumble to even
it up. Rumble added a goal of his
own on a power play at 12:57
to take the lead for the Vikings
before the first intermission.
More than 15 minutes
of the second period elapsed
before Northland tied it up, but
the Vikings pulled ahead a few
minutes later when junior Ryan

See page 7

home stand with two losses

Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
Women’s Basketball team fell
last week against the Beloit
Buccaneers by a final score of
68-49. Beloit (9-13) advanced to
seventh in Midwest Conference
standings while Lawrence (0-21)
still looks to improve by getting its
first win. Senior Lana Wieseman
led the Buccaneers with 17 points
and 9 rebounds, while the Vikings
were paced by senior Patsy Kealey
with 13 points, 9 rebounds, and 3
assists.
The Vikings approached this
game with a positive mindset
and a strong desire to perform at
the highest level possible. “Like
any game, it is always our goal
to play better than the previous
game and constantly improve how
we work as a team,” says junior
Aubrey Scott. The Vikings started
the game well by keeping up with
the Buccaneers during the first

quarter. The score at the end of
the first ten minutes of play was
13-11 with Lawrence trailing by 2.
Beloit responded by pulling
away during the second quarter. Taking advantage of good
rebounding and missed Viking
shots, the Buccaneers went on a
23 to 10 scoring run, increasing
their lead to a commanding 36-21
by the end of the quarter. Beloit
continued its lead into the third
quarter, but the Vikings showed
life with a 7-0 scoring run to bring
the score within 13 to 43-30.
Beloit then continued its offensive dominance during the rest
of the third and fourth quarters
to seal the victory in a final score
of 68-49.
While this game is chalked
up as another loss for the struggling Vikings, Lawrence continues
to make improvements. “While I
wasn’t happy with the outcome
and final score of the game, I
thought we played pretty well,”

See page 9

Freshman Sportlight
by Brady Busha

Lizzy Garcia - Swimming
So, where are you from, and
what drew you to Lawrence?
I’m from Saint Paul, Minn. My
mom told me to apply, and then
when I met [Head Coach Andrew,
Fleek] I really liked him, so that
was a big reason I came here. I
also really liked the size of the
school, and that I can talk one-onone with my professors.

Photo by Emei Thompson

Freshman Lizzy Garcia on
the Lawrence University Women’s
Swimming team has been nothing short of impressive this season.
Joining forces with the talented
trio of junior Paige Witter, seniors
Hayley Cardinal and Emily Flack,
Garcia has consistently placed in
the top two with her 200 medley relay team. Garcia has had
an impressive individual showing
as well, placing in the top three
in many 50-yard and other sprint
events.

How do you keep yourself
focused before you get to the
pool? Do you have any premeet rituals?
I listen to Eminem and a lot
of hip-hop before meets. I usually
listen to alternative, but I like hiphop because it keeps me hyped up
before a meet.

Is there anything you do in your
spare time that you think helps
with your performance?
I don’t drink pop. But that’s
actually because I just don’t like
it. I try to sleep a lot, too, especially because we have morning
practices and I have an 8:30 a.m.
class. Stay away from drugs, too. I
also try to eat healthy and be very
active in and out of the pool.

What’s one thing you’ve enjoyed
so far this year as a Lawrence
student?
Away from athletics, I’ve
enjoyed my science courses. I
really like biology, and my professors have been really helpful.
It’s always easy to contact them.
Otherwise, I haven’t had much
time to do much besides swimming, because our season starts
so early, from October until now,
and we’re still not done yet. I
want to go on Outdoor Recreation
Club (ORC) trips in the spring.
In your mind, what has been the
easiest and the toughest parts
of being on a collegiate team?
The toughest parts have been
time management and schoolwork, with practice being twice
a day. The time commitment is
huge. But our coach is so understanding, too, so the easiest part
has been cooperating with him
and the team.
How different does the atmosphere of Lawrence feel from
where you’ve been previously?
Very different. I went to a
private Catholic high school. It’s
a lot more diverse here, thought-

wise. There’s a lot of different
thoughts here, and anything you
say here isn’t weird, I feel like.

How have your teammates
helped you with your transition into the life of a collegiate
student-athlete?
They’ve been really welcoming right from the start.
Throughout the season, we have
team bonding once every two
months or so, but we really bond
every day, whether we’re eating
or in the pool. I also got help from
my teammates with academic
stuff, too, whether they’re looking
over my labs or if they’re helping
me with time management. A
bunch of us also go the library
and just study there every day,
too. I don’t know if I could do it
by myself.
Over the past few seasons, the
Lawrence Women’s Swim team
has been rather successful.
What do you think you bring to
this team to help make sure the
team stays up?
I hope to bring some wins,
personality and just overall more
success.

Where do you see this team
going during your time here at
Lawrence?
Definitely getting first in conference. We have a huge recruiting class for next year, and we’ve
beaten everybody in the conference except Carroll University this
year. By my senior year, I think
we’ll win the conference meet.

You’ve been having a rather
successful year, especially as a
freshman. You’ve been competing at a high level with a trio of
Lawrence’s most talented swimmers in Paige (Witter), Emily
(Flack) and Hayley (Cardinal).
How has competing with them
impacted you this season?
I love that race. We’re all specialists in our respective strokes,
and the whole team is super
hyped when we do that, especially
because it’s the first race of the
meet. Once we win, it just sets
out a vibe for the entire meet. A
lot of coaches say that this event
foreshadows the rest of the meet,
because it’s such a mixture of talents.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Max Edwards - Indoor Track and Field
GC: Do you think the season is too short for your trajectory?
ME: A big reason for the season feeling short for me is that I’ve
taken a very conservative approach in the offseason as far as ramping up my fitness level, so I’ve actually come into the season with
a lot of fitness that I need to gain. So, that time spent in season
is really building up until conference, and it’s a very short and
intense period of ramping up. From that perspective I think it’s a
good length, because my training relies heavily on effective timing
of my workouts and giving my body enough recovery time. If the
season were any longer, it’s possible that I would need to modify
my approach and have a more drawn out period of getting into top
shape during the season. But I think the indoor season length is
good as it is, especially with the grueling conditions and training
that we face each day. I think it’s nice to be finished in March.

Photo courtesy of Paul WIlke

This week, I caught up with junior Max Edwards of the Lawrence
University Men’s Track and Field team. Edwards recently ran to a
fourth place finish in the 5,000 meter race at the Warren Bowlus open
at University of Wisconsin-Stout, and was featured last week in the
student-athlete spotlight on the Midwest Conference website.
Gabe Chapman: How is the indoor track season treating you?
Max Edwards: The indoor season is always surprisingly short, and
the fact that by the time this [article] publishes, we are already less
than a week from conference is pretty startling. You never really
realize how short it is until you’re in the middle of it. From that, I
think the meets I’ve competed in have gone reasonably well, and
I’m looking to use this next week to really rest and prepare for
another conference championship—which will be my second time
at a conference meet at Lawrence. It’s always difficult training outdoors in the Midwest in the winter, but the season has been good
and if I’m able to continue on the trajectory I’ve put myself on, I’m
optimistic for a good performance at conference.

GC: What has your progression as a runner been like from your
strong start your first year at Lawrence up until now?
ME: My progression has been pretty interesting. I’ve essentially
adopted the philosophy over the past couple of years that less is
more when it comes to my training. I’ve found out that I can perform at a higher level on less training than I’ve ever done before.
A lot of the time people think that more training, more miles and
more weightlifting will make me faster. But I actually worked
closely with Coach Fast to create a modified approach that really
took into account my recovery time and energy levels to determine
the hard workouts I would do, and having a more focused approach
to the times when I choose to run all-out has kept me healthier—
physically and mentally—and kept me having a higher energy level
overall and happier in general. I’ve found that the point at which
I can train and feel good is lower than I ever thought it was, so
I’m working now to maximize my performance in meets under
the constraints of making sure I have enough time to recover. I’m
fortunate to be performing at the level I’m at right now, and that’s
all by design.

GC: Who do you consider to be leaders on the team, and do you
think of yourself to be part of that group?
ME: I do consider myself to be part of that group, and I think one
thing I love about being on a distance team is that it is relatively
small, such that every single guy has an impact, and if they’re gone,
the tone of the team changes. Right now we have someone abroad
and the team has a different vibe, which isn’t necessarily good or
bad, but it really goes to show that we all bring an aspect of leadership. Sometimes that aspect isn’t as traditional as what people
usually think of, but everybody brings something to the team that
helps it become a more cohesive and supportive unit. That all goes
to meeting our goal of getting better each year.

U.S. women’s soccer to compete for spot
in Rio Olympic Games 2016
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

____________________________________

To say that the U.S. Women’s
National Soccer team (USWNT)
has had a busy few months in the
past year is an understatement.
They won the World Cup back in
July 2015, but not just in any fashion; they dominated. The USWNT
never lost a game in the tournament and then avenged their previous World Cup loss to Japan with
a 5-2 victory. They did this while
crushing previous viewership ratings. It was the most watched soccer game in U.S. history, and their
star players became household
names. Their win earned them a
visit to the White House. And as
if that was not enough, they said
farewell to one of history’s greatest players when Abby Wambach
retired in December.
Just when it seemed like
the media frenzy began to slow
down, the USWNT had to begin

Winter Lane

continued from page 3
my surprise, he waved back.
I unlatched the window and

qualifying for the 2016 Olympics
in Brazil, the beginning of the road
to defend their 2012 gold medal.
One could forgive them if there
was some kind of hangover effect
in the early going, but they picked
up right where they left off. With
new additions to the roster of
young and upcoming players like
21-year-old Lindsey Horan and
17-year-old Mallory Pugh, the
USWNT is hitting the ground running in this next stage of international play.
The U.S. was placed in the
qualifying group with Mexico,
Costa Rica and Puerto Rico. They
began group play with an electric performance against Costa
Rica. Alex Morgan essentially set
the tone for the entire qualifying
round as she scored within the
first minute of that game. Right
after her goal, captain Carli Lloyd,
the breakout player from this
summer’s World Cup, scored on
a penalty in the ninth minute, and

stuck my head out, calling, “Hey!
D-do you want to c-come inside?”
The boy shrugged and left.
Had I scared him off? I heard a
knock on the door, and I ran downstairs, smoothing out my dress. I

Crystal Dunn in the 15th. Rather
than looking sluggish or fatigued,
this team looked like they could
not wait to get back to showing
that they are the best team in the
world. They went on to win that
game by a final score of 5-0.
Next came the game against
Mexico, the team most expected
to give the USWNT their biggest
challenge. Mexico came out and
it was clear that they intended
to play as defensively as they
could. While the USWNT had
some scoring opportunities, they
were never able to capitalize and
were starting to get frustrated at
their inability to break through.
However, in the 80th minute, a
controversial handball call against
Mexico gave the U.S. a penalty
opportunity. Taking it was none
other than Player of the Year Carli
Lloyd, and while her shot was
blocked, she was able to follow
it up and put it in the empty net.
Mexico came very close to tying

cautiously opened the door, and
on the other side stood the boy.
He waved. He seemed kind
enough.
“H-h-hi” I managed.
He shrugged.

it in the 87th minute, but a clutch
save by Hope Solo sealed the win.
While it may not have been the
performance they wanted, the win
guaranteed the USWNT a spot in
the qualifying semifinal, where a
win would help them clinch a spot
in the Olympics.
To finish up group play, the
U.S. took on Puerto Rico in a game
that was pretty much a formality. The U.S. had no problem with
this one as they put away Puerto
Rico 10-0, which gave them the
top spot in their group. Their first
place finish in their group gives
them a pairing with Trinidad and
Tobago, the second seed from
group B, and the winner will qualify for the Olympics. The game will
be in Houston, Texas on Feb. 19 at
7:30 p.m.

“Do you want to have some
ice cream?”
He shook his head no.
“Come on, you’ll like it,” I said.
He ran away. Strange boy. I
think I just blew my first chance

STANDINGS
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC OVR
St. Norbert
17-0
20-2
Carroll
13-3
17-4
Ripon
12-4
14-7
Monmouth
9-7
13-8
Lake Forest
9-7
11-9
Beloit
8-9
10-12
Lawrence
6-10
9-12
Cornell
6-10
8-13
Grinnell
5-11
8-13
Illinois
4-12
7-14
Knox
0-16
1-20
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
17-0
18-4
Cornell
14-2
17-4
Grinnell
12-4
15-6
Lake Forest
9-7
11-10
Ripon
8-8
12-9
Illinois
7-9
10-11
Beloit
7-10
9-13
Knox
6-10
11-10
Carroll
6-10
7-14
Monmouth
3-13
4-17
Lawrence
0-16
0-21
HOCKEY
NHCA
North
St. Norbert
15-2-1
St. Scholastica 12-5-1
MSOE
9-8-1
Lawrence
7-8-3
Northland
6-11-1
Finlandia
1-17-2
South
Adrian
15-2-1
Marian
13-4-1
Concordia
6-10-2
Lake Forest
7-11
Aurora
2-15-1
TEAM

OVR
19-2-2
14-6-3
14-8-1
8-12-3
7-14-2
1-21-3
19-3-1
15-5-3
10-11-2
9-14
2-20-1

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
Feb. 17, 2015

By the
Numbers

0
The number of sets
lost by junior tennis
player David Jumes
this season. Jumes
was named MWC
Player of the Week
for Feb. 16.

at having a friend.
But, I had talked to someone,
and it didn’t kill me. That was
progress. I smiled.
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Alanna Rieser

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________________

Greenfire is a Lawrence University
cooperative, group house and club that
strives to eat local, organic and fair trade
food. As a community, their mission is to
promote food awareness in an environment filled with people who share the
same ideals.
Greenfire is one of the larger cooperatives on campus with 18 people on
the meal plan but cooking for around 40
students at open meals. Open meals are
on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m., where students are welcome to join the residents
and share dinner together.
Steve Keune is a local farmer who
provides fresh and seasonal produce
to Greenfire as well as the Sustainable
Lawrence University Garden (SLUG) and
the McCarthy Co-op. Some of his most
popular items at Greenfire are eggs,
cheese, lentils, blueberries and unpasteurized cheese curds.
Trust Local Foods (TLF) on College
Avenue is the other main provider for
Greenfire’s cooperative. During a nor-

mal week, the main groceries from TLF
are yogurt, cheese, dried cherries and
whatever produce is seasonally appropriate. The foods bought in bulk tend to
be essential cooking and baking ingredients, including sugar, flour, oil and oats.
Similarly to the McCarthy Co-Op,
Greenfire has a cooking schedule by
which each person on the meal plan
and living in the house is trusted to
uphold the designated responsibilities
as part of a cohesive unit. There are
meal teams responsible for cooking
one dinner every week. Those on the
meal plan are provided cooked meals
every weeknight, but are accountable
for their breakfasts and lunches. These
meals come from whatever leftovers are
available or any groceries in the house.
Greenfire’s meal plan can also provide
students with a certain amount of regular meal swipes and culinary cash.
This week, I sat down with junior
and Greenfire member Katharine
Kollman. When asked how her food
consciousness changed by living in
the house and on the cooperative, she
responded, “My awareness definitely

increased [by] being on the co-op at
Lawrence, just being in college, and
being aware of what you’re eating and
not double-fisting waffle fries and pizza.”
Kollman said that her awareness of food
quality and seasonal appropriateness
has grown since coming to Lawrence
and she also recognizes the great privilege that Lawrence students have.
After studying in Senegal Spring
Term, Kollman provided an enriching
perspective on our campus’s attitude
towards food. Kollman stated that
Senegal is “a different world. The ‘food
awareness’ that exists in the United
States is something that’s allowed
for our first world nation because we
have the money and resources to provide that—that doesn’t exist in a lot of
African countries.”
Lawrence co-ops are provided with
sufficient funds to buy organic and local
groceries, which can be pricey. Kollman
commented: “everyone likes to complain
about the quality of food at Bon Appétit
but the fact is that we are provided fresh
foods all the time there and we don’t
have to choose between a different type

Greenfire

Eating off the Meal Plan: a Series on Where Else We Eat
of fried food and an expensive salad bar.
We’re very lucky to have that.” The several cooperatives on Lawrence’s campus
promote a form of food consciousness
that many universities lack. As Kollman
put it, “It is a huge privilege to be able
to be on this co-op and to have the
grocery funds and the ability to shop
the way we do because it is not inexpensive to shop local and to get good produce in this area. So I feel very grateful
because we are able to.” Being grateful
for the options that we have is essential
for the campus w i d e
food
consciousness,
along with
acknowledging
our
privilege as a
student
body.

Further Exploring the Deficit of Authentic Asian Food

Anh Ta

Assoc. Copy Editor

_______________________________________________

In an article published in The
Lawrentian on Feb. 5, students expressed
that they felt Bon Appétit has not always
been sensitive to making food that is culturally accurate and appropriate. In response
to this article Bon Appétit contacted the
Assistant Dean of Students for Multicultural
Affairs Pa Lee Moua to address the concerns. This week, we talked to Bon Appétit
for a better look at their side of the story.
According to Lawrence’s Bon Appétit
General Manager Julie Severance, very
often, students do not know the process
of how the food is planned and cooked.
All recipes are researched and sourced
online as well as from their “extensive
collection of cookbooks,” before being
passed on to the chefs of the “Andrew’s
Global Station.” As such, the responsibility
of ensuring the recipes are accurate and

feasible to make for the whole campus
rests entirely on Executive Chef Alan Shook
and on Severance, who also serves on the
Lawrence University Community Council
(LUCC) Student Welfare Committee.
Severance also went on to emphasize
the expertise of Shook who has been to
culinary school and has access to recipes
both online and in cookbooks. Under the
logistical constraints, if a recipe needs too
many substitutes to be made, Bon Appétit
will often choose not to make the food at
all. This does not answer the puzzle of why
food claimed to be of a certain origin is
unrecognizable to people coming from the
dish’s home country.
In addition, due to the vast diversity of
all the global food that Bon Appétit is trying
to recreate, it is difficult to pinpoint a few
clear problematic areas. Some dishes might
have been reasonably accurate and appetizing in their recreation, some were not.
As such, the process of rectifying the issue

should be on a case-by-case basis, where
students give feedback on a problematic
dish right when it was served. Severance
therefore proposes that the students can be
more proactive in giving feedback to Bon
Appétit on comment cards as “we do read
and respond to every single one of them.”
Starting from next term, Bon Appétit will
also have monthly feedback forum during
mealtime, when Bon Appétit managers and
chefs will have meals with students for
better communication between the dining
service and the student body.
Besides these long-term measures,
Bon Appétit also has responded directly to
complaints about inaccurate Asian food by
reaching out to the Pan-Asian Organization
(PAO) and Pa Lee Moua. Bon Appétit hopes
to have a meeting with PAO to hear the students’ concerns and suggestions, believing
that better communication and an ongoing
dialogue with students would eventually
solve the problem.

These proposals made by Bon Appétit
are indeed with good intentions, however, it
is too early to tell how effective these proposed changes will be. To have a full conversation, the voices of both students and
members of Bon Appétit will need to be put
forth. This additional burden on students
of color and minority students to speak
for their cultures and cuisines, and to save
them from misrepresentation is apparently
necessitated by the situation. Some might
argue that this should not be the case. As
such, beyond a better feedback system to
promote conversation, there is still much
more room for improvement.
The meeting between Bon Appétit and
PAO will surely be something to look forward to, not only because it will be the
place for students’ grievances to be heard,
but also because of the subsequent steps
toward change that we will have to take.

P h o t o F e a t u r e : New Editorial Board
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Stepping into the Archives: Bjorklünden
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

_______________________________

It was a Friday afternoon during reading period and I decided to spend it in
the Lawrence University Archives. I met
University Archivist and Assistant Professor
Erin Dix. She is an alumna from the class of
2008 and has been working in archives
for five years. She earned her Master’s in
Library Studies at the University of Madison
and started her first job at Lawrence. “The
timing was perfect,” Dix said.
She is there to help students, faculty

A Christmas card designed by Winifred Boynton
Photo courtesy of Lawrence University Archives

Hockey

continued from page 4
Vikings went 0-for-3 on the power play and
Northland went 0-for-2.
Last weekend brought the Vikings
to a total of 17 points, still trailing the
Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE)
Raiders (14-8-1, 9-8-1 NCHA) at 19, but
comfortably ahead of Northland at 13. This
weekend MSOE will face St. Norbert College
(Green Knights) (19-2-2, 15-2-1 NCHA),
who with 31 points are first in the NCHA

and staff find answers to their questions
about Lawrence or Milwaukee-Downer
College. The archives hold various categories of primary sources such as paper documents, letters, speeches, meeting minutes,
diaries and journals.
There are also audio recordings and
films. The archives has open hours every
weekday afternoon, but material cannot be
checked out. Dix says the main purpose of
the archive is for “use, not just preservation.” Sometimes, she will work with classes
on primary source material. Students can
donate to make their mark in Lawrence
history.
The archives date back to mid-1840s
and continues to the present. I asked her
what has changed about Lawrence since
she graduated. When she graduated, there
was no campus center. Students ate at
Downer Commons, which does not exist
anymore.
I inquired about Freshman Studies, a
major part of Lawrence history. Freshman
Studies started in 1945. There were a few
years in the early 1970s where it changed
a lot, but in 1945 Freshman Studies was
the way it looks today. On the library’s
website there is a list of works that have
been studied by creators such as Mozart,
Shakespeare, Plato and Galileo. Plato has
been studied fifty times, and still holds as
the most studied work.
I questioned Dix about the history of
the Conservatory. The Conservatory was
founded in the late 1800s. It was not called
the Conservatory of Music until 1894. It
was much smaller than today and had one
or two instructors. In the early 1900s the
Conservatory began expanding. The artist

series began in 1908. The Conservatory has
a long history, but not as long as the oldest building on campus—Main Hall—which
was built in the early 1800s.
I asked Dix if I could take a peek at
one of the boxes. She took one out titled
Winifred and Don Boynton, who were the
original owners of Bjorklünden. They built
the chapel based on Norwegian chapels
and gave everything on that property that
is now Bjorklünden to Lawrence. Winifred
was an artist.
I saw some photos of her carvings that
she made by hand. I saw some sketches that
showed her thought processes and a letter

from President D. Eisenhower from the
White House. I saw some Christmas cards
she made. I saw her personal inspirational notebook which she used to document
things she found inspiring and what she
thought about. I felt as though I was in the
mind of Winifred Boynton herself.
My experience in the archives reminded me of Borge’s “Library of Babel.” It was
a room with rows upon rows of infinite
knowledge that is kept by a single “librarian.” The archives are a hidden treasure that
you should definitely check out before you
graduate.

North Division and remain in the No. 1
spot nationally this week as well. No. 14
College of St. Scholastica continues to hold
the second spot in the North Division with
25 points. No. 3 Adrian College and No. 11
Marian University hold first and second in
the South Division with 31 and 27 points,
respectively.
To finish up the regular season,
Lawrence will face Lake Forest College
(Foresters) (9-14, 7-11 NCHA) in a crucial home-and-home series this weekend.
The Foresters, like the Vikings, are fighting for a playoff run. Tied with Concordia

University Wisconsin (Falcons) (10-11-2,
6-10-2 NCHA) for third in the NCHA South
Division with 14 points, the Foresters need
the points just as much as the Vikings to
earn that final playoff spot in their division.
Concordia faces Northland this weekend, and Lake Forest must do as well or
better than the Falcons in this weekend’s
series to have a shot at playoffs. The Vikings,
on the other hand, need to get at least two
points to tie MSOE—provided the Raiders
get swept by the Green Knights, which is
not necessarily a given. In the case of a tie,
a head-to-head is the first tiebreaker to

decide who gets to move on. In this case,
that tiebreaker should go to Lawrence, who
beat and tied MSOE in their series earlier
this month, coming out with the advantage.
The puck will drop at 7 p.m. at the
Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse in Lake Forest
on Friday, Feb. 19, and at the same time on
Friday, Feb. 20, at the Appleton Family Ice
Center.

Winifred and Donald Boynton, the founders of Bjorklünden, stand at the entrance of the original building.
Photo courtesy of Lawrence University Archives

Members of the 2015-2016 Lawrentian Editorial Board transition their successors on the incoming board.
Photos by Billy Liu
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Jake Victor and Sean Goldman
entertain on Valentine’s Day
Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

No Pretty Things
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

I had a feeling I would one
day find an active musician not
in the Conservatory at all and
not even involved in visual art.
Unfortunately, this is more rare
than you may think these days,
at least in my personal experience. It seems as if the arts,
music in particular, are not very
common unless studied. But
this is a whole other discussion,
and luckily I have started to
become familiar with No Pretty
Things—a member of the small
demographic consisting of
music completely untouched
by the Conservatory—and their
music.
No Pretty Things, formerly
known as Cherry Cough Syrup,
is the solo shoegaze project of
sophomore Elliot Dryjanski.
Since getting an electric guitar
a year ago and teaching themself how to play it, they have
set out to write primarily their
own music, with an ambitious
goal of a release every couple of weeks. As of July 2015,
Dryjanski has been fairly consistent, releasing nearly twenty
finished products, ranging from
several-minute pieces to fulllength albums.
My first experience hearing No Pretty Things’ music
was near the middle of Fall
Term this year. I remember it
well because I usually happen
to know the musicians I am
seeing due to networking in the
Conservatory and college, but
I did not know anything about
Dryjanski or their solo project,
except that they were in a class
of mine.
Before their set I sensed
they were timid and reserved;
that is quite uncommon in
other performers I have seen,
as most other concerts have
consisted of people who have
been performing for a good
chunk of their life. But No
Pretty Things was different;
they had just started honing
their craft relatively recently
and not done many live shows
for an audience. This gives
their music and performances
an aspect that is not nearly as
prevalent in today’s music—a
DIY feel that is rough around
the edges. This quality seems to
appear more in self-taught and

Stress Addict

continued from page 3
friends about it. I feel like we get
in this rut toward the middle to
the end of the term where we are
only superficially thinking about

amateur-sounding music, such
as other campus musicians NG,
Lewis Super and Small Boys,
all of which either do not study
much in the Conservatory or
have learned their instruments
purely for the purpose of playing music outside of it.
In no way is my use of
amateur a negative review—
No Pretty Things and the
other aforementioned bands
exude character and uniqueness that strongly appeal to me
and would not be the same if
they were all virtuosic musicians that played polished,
well-rehearsed songs. The fact
that Dryjanski plays the way
they do with limited ability
and instruction allows them
to fully explore the realms of
music they wish to at their own
pace. Their progress, direction
and influences are solely up to
them.
This introspective, simple
approach and strong passion
for making music is quite clearly apparent when listening to
any one of their releases or
seeing them perform. A flow
of emotions and both delicate
and harsh sounds are always
present. As the artist themself
puts it, “I try and put a lot
of my emotion into the music
without being explicit about it,
especially writing instrumental
music.” Despite being a difficult
task, Dryjanski achieves it wonderfully.
From their various dreamy
instrumentals to their bittersweet cover of Elvis Presley’s
“Can’t Help Falling In Love With
You” to their newest release that
incorporates field recordings
and a more ambient approach,
No Pretty Things continues to
beat to their own drum and
create whatever music pleases
them. What is great about this
constant stream of music that
varies and evolves is that the
listeners can take a look into
Dryjanski’s heart and mind
every few weeks and witness
them change with the music.
You can find No Pretty
Things’ releases at <http://
cherrycoughsyrup.bandcamp.
com>. They will be performing
this Saturday, Feb. 20 at 3 p.m.,
kicking off a day of campus
bands hosted by Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia that will go until 12
a.m.

our classes. So I think it’s worth
it to consciously take some time
to reflect on what it is about your
classes that so interested you originally.
Good luck!
-Fiona

_________________________

On Sunday, Feb. 14, two
sophomore percussion students,
Jake Victor and Sean Goldman,
hosted a recital in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel. Titled “Jake and
Sean’s Valentine’s Day Recital of
Love,” the concert featured a mix
or light-hearted and serious performances.
Most sophomore musicians
do not decide to have recitals,
but if they do, it is often with a
friend. In about 70 minutes, Victor
and Goldman played nine pieces, showcasing a wide variety of
instruments and techniques. They
enjoyed the freedom to personally
select works that they wanted to
perform.
A few latecomers who tried
to enter through the main doors to
the chapel were surprised to find
that the audience was sitting on
stage. Victor and Goldman played
with their backs to the edge of the
stage. The presence of so much
empty space behind them in combination with the audience’s close
proximity created a unique listening experience.
The first selection was “My
Heart Will Go On,” the famous
piece from the soundtrack to
the movie “Titanic.” Victor and
Goldman worked together to
arrange the pop song as a duet for
piano and recorder. They deliv-

ered a tight performance, and
people in the audience smiled at
their humorous interpretation.
Both performers are multiinterested. In addition to percussion, Victor studies jazz piano and
frequently performs with jazz
ensembles on campus. He filled
some space in the program with
a short piano improvisation in a
languid, flowing style. Not many
people are able to create chord
progressions and melodies so
effortlessly on the spot.
Later, Victor gave a thoughtful performance of Bach’s “Violin
Sonata No. 1 in G minor, i. Fugue”
adapted for solo marimba. This
piece is commonly studied by
Lawrence violin students; it was
interesting to hear it on a different
type of instrument. Each mallet
strike resonated in the spacious
hall as he brought out the different voices of the fugue.
Goldman’s first solo piece on
the recital was “With Sunshine
in His Face” by Ben Wahlund.
He demonstrated a wide range
of emotional and technical musicianship. A focus of the composition was contrast in range and
mood—warm low-register chords
juxtaposed against skittering
arpeggios.
Goldman also accompanied
a guest performer, junior flutist
Jordan Peterson, on an adventurous piece written by Gareth Farr
called “Kembang Suling.” Over
the course of three movements,
the piece explored different ways

to combine the two instruments’
sounds. The two played well, and
the audience enjoyed the change
of pace.
The strangest piece on the
program was a marimba duet
called “The Lonelyness of Santa
Claus” composed by Fredrik
Andersson. While people may
have guessed from the title that
the piece was rather unique, they
did not expect what turned out to
be a ten-minute trudge through a
series of bleak soundscapes. The
connection to Santa Claus was left
unexplained, but it contributed to
the mystique of the performance.
The recital concluded with a
jazz performance including Victor
and some of his friends playing
his original composition “How It
Is.” This piece, which involved jazz
improvisation, rounded out the
program nicely. The performers
smiled to each other as the audience nodded along to the beat.
Afterward,
Victor
and
Goldman thanked everyone in
the dispersing crowd for coming.
Their comfort onstage and their
musical skills made for an engaging and successful recital. Victor
said, “Putting together a selfdirected showcase of the music
that I find interesting … was a
really great way to make a large
step on my journey towards finding my own voice as a musician.”

Book Review

Sadegh Hedayat’s
“The Blind Owl”
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

________________________

If you have ever read any of
my reviews, trusted any of my
recommendations, or placed
any faith in my taste or my
advice at all, I just want you to
do one thing for me:
Do not read this book.
This is not because “The
Blind Owl”—Iranian author
Sadegh Hedayat’s most famous
and enduring work, and a classic of Middle Eastern literature—is bad. The answer could
not be further from the truth.
Indeed, this book is very, very
good, great even. More than
worthy of its reputation and
status in the canon.
However, you should still
not read this book.
This is not an ordinary
book. Even translated into
English, where the language is
changed and diluted from its
original Persian, this is not a
book that is meant to be read,
at least not meant to be read for
reasons that would make sense
to the average person. It does
not even feel like a book that

should exist. Hedayat wrote
the book while Iran was under
the oppression of Reza Shah,
immortalized to Westerners
as the proxy the British use to
get oil in “Persepolis.” It was
promptly banned and remained
as such for quite some time.
This is not just because of the
content of the book, which is
disturbing, or the political context, which is incredibly damning toward Iran’s political rulers at best.
This is a book that kills
people.
You may think I am kidding. I am not. This is the closest the modern era has gotten
to producing “The Ring” in real
life. Hedayat committed suicide, and the book has been
blamed for a number of suicides of people who have read
it. Admittedly, they were living
in Iran under a dictatorship,
and that might have had something to do with it. But the fact
of the matter is that this is a
book that is dangerous and thus
worthy of something more than
your respect.
The novel, if it can be even
called that, has almost no plot
to speak of: a man who paints

pen-cases for a living talks to
a shadow on his wall—which
looks like an owl—about all
the people he wants to kill.
If that were all, it would not
have the reputation it does, but
Hedayat’s mastery is in the way
he analyzes the humanity—and
inhumanity—of what this man
is saying. How, in some way,
what this murderer is saying
is not insane and is, in fact,
very human and almost logical. The darkness he speaks of
to the owl of shadows is not
the ravings of a madman under
oppression, but an inner darkness that everyone possesses,
a vast field that stretches out
onward forever and will consume us all in an instant.
To say any more would be
a disservice, both to the power
of the book and the danger it
possesses. To say more would
entice you to seek it out, which
you should not do, under any
circumstances. Once again, I
must ask you again not to read
this book. Save yourself. There
are things we are not meant to
know. This is not for you. None
of this is.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

DAVID VOSS

Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

________________________

For senior David Voss, who
is pursuing a Bachelor of Music
in Music Composition, Lawrence
is one of the best places to
explore and experiment with
artistic and musical talents.
Although he does not come
from a very musical family, Voss
explained his introduction to
piano and composition. “I would
start doodling around and eventually I think between ages nine
and ten I just started learning
how to write it [music] down.
And so I just kind of went from
there.”
On campus, Voss has been
involved in Viking Chorale and
the Improvisation Group of
Lawrence University (IGLU).
While he had friends who encouraged him to join IGLU in the
past, it was not until the microopera show at the Fox Cities
Performing Arts Center that Voss
realized he wanted to be part of
this project that involved working with both Director of Opera
Studies and Associate Professor
of Music Copeland Woodruff
and IGLU. Reflecting back on his
first improvisatory opera project with IGLU, Voss commented,
“That was a really cool opportunity at the PAC talking about
inclusion and feelings of not
belonging, and it involved members of the community. I played
piano in the bathroom. It was
kind of a weird little thing, but
it was fun!” In addition to this,

Voss appreciates the interdisciplinary nature of the student
organization and the unpredictability of the performances.
Assistant Professor of Music
Stephen Sieck has been a favorite director that Voss has worked
with because “he really helps
you not only stay focused and
keep on track during rehearsals but also just gives you all of
the materials that you need to
do your best with the pieces.”
Voss said that Sieck had a large
influence on his decision to join
Viking Chorale.
For composition, Voss has
worked with both Associate
Professor of Music Joanne
Metcalf and Associate Professor
of Music Asha Srinivasan.
“Something that’s kind of nice
and unique about composition
is that they actually encourage
you to study with one [professor] and then another—kind of
go back and forth.” He started
working with Metcalf his first
year, Srinivasan his next two
years and now is back with
Metcalf his senior year, and it
has been interesting and inspiring for Voss. “I’ve worked with
both of them and they have different teaching styles that really
compliment one another.”
At present, Voss is working on both his piece for the
Composer’s Forum as well as
finishing up rehearsals and
putting on the final touches to
his senior recital on Feb. 20.
The Composer’s Forum, Voss
explained, is a project where
two or three composition students have the opportunity to

edit a piece for the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra. Voss is currently working on a full orchestral piece that is a “re-working”
of a piece that he composed his
freshmen year. The Composer
Forum is not only meant to give
students the opportunity to
write for a full orchestra and
work on orchestration, but it
also provides these experiences and projects to contribute
to their portfolios for graduate
school. “It’s interesting because
I’m working so hard on getting
my recital together for the 20th
[February] that it’s been a weird
balance trying to write this piece
on the side while also, like, organizing seven different rehearsals
every week.”
Like many students, Voss
sees the challenges and great
opportunities that Lawrence
has to offer. “Lawrence is very
intensive, and the prospect of
applying to graduate schools […]
while Lawrence is happening is
just a bit too much for me.” He
hopes to take a gap year and live
with some friends in the Chicago
area where he will be able to
see different opportunities for
arts organizations or arts management jobs. Graduate school
is a definite possibility in the
future, and Voss is looking forward to the many opportunities
that composition and music will
give him.
For aspiring composers,
Voss states that most people are
afraid of composing or do not
want to compose because they
have not composed before or
are scared that it will be bad.

However, he encourages people
to compose and practice over
and over “because that’s the only
way you really improve.” Even if
it means being pushed outside
your comfort zone a little bit,
Voss has embraced the fact that
it is okay to not always like what
you have written or produced.
As for his senior recital coming
up, Voss states, “I think people
will hear just a large variety of
sounds and different techniques.
Whether I leave Lawrence con-
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OFC proves quick-witted with improvisation
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

_________________________

On Thursday, Feb. 11,
Lawrence University’s improvisation group the Optimistic
Feral Children (OFC) provided
the Lawrence population that
remained on campus over reading period with roughly an hour’s
worth of improvised entertainment in the Mead Witter Room of
the Warch Campus Center.
The show began with OFC
member and junior Ridley
Tankersley stumbling up onto
the room’s stage after ostensibly
drinking something. OFC member and senior Micayla Hutton ran
across the stage after him, waving
her hands and announcing the
name of the group’s first comedic
set, “Ridley’s Drunken Dreams.”
Multiple group members jumped
on and off stage, contributing
to the ongoing dream by turning into different characters, and
the dream quickly escalated into
a nightmare when OFC member
and senior Jon Hanrahan posed as
Tankersley’s father and began to

follow Tankersley around onstage
and ask him a litany of questions.
Next, the group performed
one of their usual games, “World’s
Worst,” in which members of the
team illustrate the worst possible form of professions that are
shouted out by audience members. Notable among the suggestions were grandfathers, for which
one member stepped forward and
said, “I’m your dad,” and astronauts, for which another member
stepped forward, stared blankly
into the audience and said, “Oh
sorry, I spaced out for a second.”
After that, OFC played a round
of “Household Olympics.” For this
portion of the show, two members
of the team acted as co-hosts, one
member played referee and two
members portrayed themselves
as specialized athletes prepared
to face off in the audience-chosen
household sport: doing the dishes.
The co-hosts then commented on
the ludicrous actions of the two
dishwashers while the referee on
the sidelines awarded and deducted points for ridiculous offenses.
Another activity performed
by OFC was “Ladder,” a game that

involved the team making connections and trying to establish
some sort of continuity over a
few scenes. OFC asked the audience for the impetus for their
first scene and ended up going
with the subgenre of music, death
metal. The hilarious scenes that
followed from this inspiration
included a mom who, much to
her teenager’s dismay, wanted to
listen to death metal on Christmas
morning; a death metal band who
tried to incorporate flute and piccolo into their sound; and a family
who struggled while burying their
father in a full metal suit of armor.
The last event of the night
was “Hollywood,” another connection-centered game that
allowed OFC members to use an
audience suggestion to create a
scene and then follow up with
another scene inspired something
mentioned in the previous scene.
Starting out with the suggestion
of Frankenstein, the group used
the common thread of putting
unlike items together to come
up with a scene depicting a wife
getting angry with her husband
for combining little slivers of old

tinuing in this style, or this style,
or trying this technique, just the
fact that I’ve been able to try it
and have written pieces in that
style is really important.”
Voss will be holding his
senior composition recital on
Saturday, Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. In
addition, IGLU and the Ensemble
Thinking Dance class will collaborate on a performance in and
around the Wriston Art Galleries
on Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 8 p.m.

soap bars and then using the
combined soap to wash, causing
ghastly consequences for his skin.
This action made another team
member think of monster movies, so the group improvised a
scene in which the monster from
the 1954 horror flick “Creature
from the Black Lagoon” came back
drunk from a night spent partying and frightened his monster
roommate. Someone then postulated another scene in which Dr.
Frankenstein tried in vain to teach
his gentle monster to be scary,
which led to Dr. Frankenstein taking his monster to the terrifying
soap-hoarding husband from the
first scene in order to take scaring lessons, which culminated in
a scene where all of the aforementioned monsters had a pool party
together.
Once again, OFC proved
themselves to be talented, quickwitted and inventive throughout
all of their games. Hopefully, the
group will be able to put on another performance before the end of
Winter Term. For more information about future fun-filled events,
visit OFC’s Facebook page.

Women’s Bball
continued from page 4

says senior Andrea Wilkinson.
“We executed our plays very
well but unfortunately our shots
weren’t falling, so we weren’t able
to keep the game as close as I
would have hoped.”
Although this has certainly
been a tough season for the women’s basketball team, the players
remain determined to make forward strides. “As much as it’s a
disappointment that we have not
won, I feel that we have continued
to improve every game and we
have hung in a lot of games that
we could have won,” reflects Scott.
“If we can continue to build our
team chemistry and confidence,
I believe that next season we’ll
improve.”
The Vikings had their final
home game of the season on Feb.
17, falling to Carroll 61-41. Senior
Andrea Wilkinson led Lawrence
in scoring with 11 points in the
game.
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Considering raises in tuition
before becoming full need
For the 2016-17 academic year, the comprehensive fee for attending Lawrence University will be
$54,498; this is a 2.92 percent increase from last year’s total cost of attendance. On Monday, Feb. 8,
President Mark Burstein sent an email announcing this figure to the student body. This much-dreaded
annual announcement was met with its usual response of groans and financial uncertainty from many
students on campus.
Part of Burstein’s announcement emphasized that this will be “the second year in a row Lawrence
has held fee increases below three percent. These two years represent the smallest percentage increases
over the past 20 years.” These facts are notable compared to other similar liberal arts schools. While
$54,498 remains an outrageous sum, this comprehensive fee is actually quite comparable to other liberal
arts schools around the country.
This announcement also included two encouraging statements about the state of finances on campus. First, donors have pledged $59 million of the $75 million campaign to make Lawrence a full-need
institution—a university that allows for no gap between a student’s financial need and their allocated
financial aid. Along with that, the cap for financial aid given to students studying abroad has been
increased from $5,600 to $8,000. This change could make study abroad significantly more accessible
for all students.

As noted above, however, we are not yet a full need university. This raises serious questions about
the decision to raise tuition at all. Until Lawrence can fully fund all student needs, any decision to
raise tuition burdens the student body. Furthermore, donations are not immediately given after being
pledged, but rather, are given over time in smaller installments. Encouraging as this fundraising has
been, students who currently attend Lawrence will likely never reap its benefits.
As low as a 2.9 percent increase may be, there are many schools in the country that are adopting
alternative policies with financial aid. For example, several colleges throughout the United States have
employed tuition freezes, pledging to cut expenses rather than increase student debt. One such college
is the University of Illinois, which has announced its second year in a row of freezing tuition. Private
institutions such as Mount Holyoke University and Wisconsin’s own Northland College have each used
tuition freezes at some point in the past five years.
However, embracing the idea of a tuition freeze automatically assumes that the financial burden
of students should take precedence over quite literally everything else: faculty and staff wages, operating fees, quality of life and, ultimately, quality of education. Tuition freezes can only be accomplished
through budget cuts. Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker recently promised another two-year tuition
freeze within the University of Wisconsin school system; this pledge will accompany massive budget
cuts for tax money going toward public higher education. Where tuition and fees will remain stagnant,
compensation for faculty and staff—along with the quality of education, operation and facilities—will
seriously suffer. It is hard to imagine a tuition freeze at Lawrence that will not incur similar problems.

Not all schools are taking measures as drastic as tuition freezes. Instead, many are pledging to help
students who fall within specific demographics. The University of Chicago has pledged to allow all admitted Chicago natives to graduate debt-free. Other schools have targeted certain financial or residential
demographics of students to diminish financial strain for those with the greatest need. These groups
include undocumented immigrants and those who fall within the lowest income brackets.

The struggle to combat raises in college tuition is one faced by university administrators all over the
world. There are sure to be many challenges and complications involved in each annual decision regarding cost of attendance. However, this university’s administrators could demonstrate their commitment
to equal access by making one pledge: The Lawrence University Board of Trustees should pledge not
to raise tuition for any admitted students in the lowest income brackets until we become a full need
institution.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor Jessica Morgan at jessica.m.morgan@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

Remembering Scalia
Jonathan Rubin
Staff Writer

________________________

My heart sank a little bit
when I read that Justice Antonin
Scalia had died. Though I largely disagree with everything he
thought and stood for, I had an
enormous respect for his intellect
and his wit.
I was in awe of him. The
sharp clarity of his writings was
unmatched. His bombastic style
made him thrilling and terrifying.
He was unafraid to uphold his textualist reading of the Constitution,
even if it meant he was arguing
against the majority of people. His
convictions were so strong that if
you were not sure of your own,
he could easily sway you. I was in
awe of him in the way I am in awe
of Darth Vader or Severus Snape.
My admiration for him
came from my passion for the
U.S. Supreme Court. No matter
what you think about the issues
he opined on, he was clearly the
most colorful of the justices.
While learning about the
Supreme Court in middle school,
I remember being thrilled when I
found out that the justices call out
questions whenever they want,
and the lawyers are expected to
stop what they are saying and
answer their question.
I have always had a problem
remembering to raise my hand
before speaking in class, so finding out that the nation’s highest
court was firmly against hand
raising made me feel better about
a bad habit for which I was often
scolded.
I also loved it because it
meant there were people with so
much authority over people like
my father—an attorney—that
they could interrupt them and
make them answer any question
they wanted.
This early fascination grew
as I got older and learned about
Marbury v. Madison, Brown v.
Board of Education, and other pivotal and historic Supreme Court

decisions.
By the end of my junior year
in high school, I was keeping up to
date with news from the Supreme
Court.
As I read the decisions, opinions and transcripts, I began to get
acquainted with the personality
of each of the justices. I began to
appreciate things like Chief Justice
John Roberts’ stoicism or Justice
Sonya Sotomayor’s passion. Even
though I decided that I liked
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg the
best, Scalia always captured my
attention.
He was amazing. He was one
of the few people who was as
intelligent and witty in his writings as he was in speaking. He
was in control and he could not
be silenced. He was able to clearly
state his ideas in ways that were
hard to argue with. As a young
budding liberal, grappling with
his ideas really helped to give my
perspectives nuance, and for that,
I am very thankful.
For example, when marriage
equality was before the court, I,
like most thoughtful people, wondered why this was even an issue
worthy of debate. It was—and
is—so clear to me that homosexual Americans deserve the right
to get married to who they love. I
thought anyone who did not want
the court to rule in favor of samesex marriage was probably just
homophobic.
While Scalia’s dissent did
not sway my opinion, it certainly
problematized the court’s ultimate decision for me. Scalia wrote
that “a system of government that
makes the people subordinate to a
committee of nine unelected lawyers does not deserve to be called
a democracy.”
He was able to show me the
shades of gray in what I saw as an
obvious good thing. This is not to
say that I agree with interpreting
the Constitution as narrowly as he
did. Regardless of what I believe,
the decision did establish more
power for the court and may have

See page 11

Consider the impact of amatonormativity

Antonia Keenan
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Upfront talks about amatonormativity are heavily lacking in both my experiences with
activism and my personal life.
Considering its impact makes it
easier to navigate romance as well
as contribute to discussions on
healthy dating practices as a culture.
Amatonormativity is the normalization of romantic love. It is
the culturally engrained idea that
every person wants a romantic
partner, is searching for one and
will not benefit from any decision
that implies otherwise.
Like most other terms of its
ilk, amatonormativity is never
expressed directly, but is always
present.
Amatonormativity
is present in films of every
genre, featuring romantic subplots regardless of whether or
not they affect the main plot.
Amatonormativity is assuming a
forced kiss between 6-year-olds
is to be consensual because “it’s
just a kiss.” Amatonormativity is
asking your friends more about
their love life than their men-

tal health. Amatonormativity is
never explaining or questioning
romance concurrently with sex
because there is nothing to learn
that has not already been said to
death.
Although it hurts people who
have nothing to do with it, amatonormativity especially harms aromantic and polyamorous people.
One such example is monogamy.
Many people will not be happy
in long-term relationships, and
love marriage is notoriously
unsuccessful already. However,
the assumptions we learn about
romance assure that many people
are unaware of alternate options.
Many will chock up any failure
to adhere to this rigid standard
to personal defect rather than an
insufficient view on family or relationships.
This type of stigma is especially potent on polyamorous
people, for which any sort of
monogamous system is unhealthy.
Poly people are told that they do
not love their partners enough
or that they have poor integrity.
Many never learn to fully appreciate their body’s capacity for love
or the pleasure of not defining
their relationship in terms of how

marriage-bound it is. Aside from
the psychological effects, it is difficult to explain or validate their
choices to people who have no
understanding of polyamory. This
leads to annoying or detrimental
consequences.
However, none of this compares to how oppressive amatonormativity is towards aromantic
people. Since those who identify
as aromantic do not experience
romantic attraction at all, they are
especially prone to bigotry rooted
in amatonormativity.
The term “aromantic” corresponds with aromance and
asexuality networks and helps
aromantics in explaining the societal pressure they are under to
outsiders. The hierarchy set up by
amatonormativity leaves no room
for those who do not seek out
relationships. Even thinking about
it is a severe taboo. Especially for
women, failure to find a partner is
seen as a fate worse than death.
People who do not desire
romance are likened to sociopaths
or psychopaths—both completely
invalid terms, but you get the message. If you are aromantic, then
there is literally an entire fundamental system in our society

set up around shaming and marginalizing your romance orientation. The psychological effects are
catastrophic, and I will never have
a healthy relationship with my
identity because of it.
The media and society alike
would benefit from being more
open about different romantic
possibilities. There are already
plenty of people talking about
how to improve the quality of
romantic relationships, but few
talk about better ways to navigate dating as a whole. Both
Marginalized Orientation, Gender
Identity And Intersex (MOGAI)
people and relationship health
organizations would greatly benefit from educating people on amatonormativity.
More of an effort needs to
be made in both allyship communities and society as a whole
to address the issues that amatonormativity causes. People who
either do not want relationships
or do not want conventional ones
still deserve to have their needs
discussed. I would genuinely like
to see a series that presents alternate options for relationships in a
more permanent and acceptable
manner. Even simple things like

asking if I am interested in dating
before assuming I would want to
date someone would really help.
There is virtually no way
to end amatonormativity without being aware of its causes
and effects. Amatonormativity is
systematically left out of MOGAI
and feminist discussions—even
though it easily fits into both categories—but neither of these is
really complete without addressing it in some form. I would really
like to see more focus on selfawareness and romantic autonomy in both of these areas. I do not
think we should have to wait for
things to go awry to make information about forming healthy
relationships available.
Anyone who speaks out
against the most basic practices
will be chastised, and even people
who are fairly open about their
romantic experience often have
a hard time talking about dating
and monogamy in a comprehensive manner. Altering our current situation will take work, but
developing a new, better system
in its place will definitely be worth
the while.
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Take up cooking in college
Deepta Jyoti

For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

A lot of things go into crafting a meal: having the right utensils, getting the right ingredients,
chopping them into identical pieces, washing meticulously, stirring
constantly, frying carefully and all
the while, making sure food does
not burn. The average Lawrentian
probably does not have the time
or energy to cook every day while
juggling school work. However, I
am certain we can spare a couple
of hours a week to cook a single meal for ourselves. And we
should, because cooking can be a
therapeutic activity.
Getting supplies and utensils
on campus is actually not very difficult. There are kitchens in every
residence hall on campus and
students can check out utensils
from the front desks. Additionally,
there are open kitchens like, at
International House, that are
stocked with utensils. For groceries, Woodman’s is a shuttle ride
away. Students can also find groceries at Jacob’s Meat Market on
Lawe Street, a 10-minute
walk from campus.
It is also easy to
find proper instructions on how to cook
what you want. There
are video tutorials
for pretty much every
well-known dish in the
world. So, in most
cases, you can
know exactly
what
to do and
what not to do
when making
a dish on your

Scalia

continued from page 10

even been “social transformation
without representation,” as Scalia
charged.
One of my favorite things
about Scalia was his sense of
humor. He was able to decimate
the opposing argument with his
words and make you laugh at the
same time, no matter what you
thought. In one of his opinions, he

Convocation
continued from page 1

more often in the public sphere.”
Tippett, almost paradoxically,
also stresses the “importance of a
failure awakening” since “failures
are the very element of human
existence and contribute to our
wisdom.”
Through this, we will ideally
be better equipped to participate
positively in our daily lives.
“You know how you have

Rebel, Rebel
continued from page 3

ous stages of their lives when
each would smoke three packs
per day. Whenever I would ask
them why they found smoking to
be so attractive, their responses
were unclear. During a night out
with friends when I was 16, I
found myself attempting to find an
answer to my philosophical inquiry by smoking a cigarette that one
of my friends had given me. I liked
it and proceeded to purchase an

own.
Additionally, there are
extremely helpful tutorials for
chopping meat and vegetables
safely and quickly, which can
reduce the time and effort that
goes into preparation.
For example, many Bengali
dishes require quite a bit of garlic.
Earlier, I would spend almost 20
minutes pealing garlic cloves for
each dish. Then I learned through
an instructional video that a whole
garlic can be pealed in under 30
seconds by simply breaking the
whole into cloves, putting those
into a box, and shaking it vigorously for a few seconds. This
automatically peals all the garlic
cloves due to the nature of the
garlic skin. Through these instructional videos, the total time and
effort that goes into cooking can
be reduced drastically.
Cooking can be a great way
to reward yourself. Whenever I
am done with a difficult week, I
make myself a simple but tasty
meal, such as a steak. There is
something very satisfying in listening to the meat sizzle
on the pan and the
amazing aroma that
rises. When you
flip the steak,
you get to see the
righteous sear on
the beef. Then,
finally, you get
to eat the steak.
In a matter of
minutes, each
of the senses
is bombarded
with positive
sensations.
Getting food
from outside

referred to the majority opinion
as “pure applesauce.” In his dissent on Kim v. Burwell, he wrote,
“Words no longer have meaning.”
Despite his bombastic style
on the bench, he was beloved by
his colleagues. Famously, Scalia
and Ginsberg were close friends
despite their differences in politics. Scalia once said of his friend
Ginsberg, “She likes opera, and
she’s a very nice person. What’s
not to like—except her views on
the law?”

to save the world, that’s pretty
demoralizing. But there are pragmatisms in saying I can save
myself, I can touch the world
around me, I can make a difference that is concrete, in an interesting paradoxical way we have
this globalized world which made
the value of what is local more
meaningful.”
However, Tippett reminds
students to remember their
‘whole selves.’
“Some of the things that the
activists of the sixties would tell
entire pack the following day. In
one of my journals, I would keep a
record of the number of cigarettes
I had smoked. It took twenty of
them for me to become disgusted
by their taste and eventually give
up this habit as a whole. Coming
to Lawrence, I was given the
opportunity to begin anew, and
after spending time with a highly
successful teetotaler, I decided to
give up alcohol, too. Did I feel less
manly afterwards? No. Do I ever
think about it? Yes. Am I going to
return to my self-destructing habits? Absolutely not.

can only provide half the experience.
Other times, when I am
stressed, I look up a more complicated dish. I make cooking that
dish correctly my sole project for
the next two hours and I just go at
it. Complicated cooking requires
keeping constant track of time
while simultaneously jumping
from one task to the next. It is
hard to focus on anything else
when your eyes and hands are
constantly occupied with a nonrepetitive task. When a meal is
complete, the cook gets to directly
enjoy the fruit of their labor. The
whole thing becomes a mental
exercise that, for a duration, can
provide a positive form of escape
from stressful things.
Cooking should be part
of a weekly schedule. It is an
always-relevant and useful skill,
and the activity of cooking is a
therapeutic escape from stressfilled days. So, if you would like
to de-stress or reward yourself, I
highly recommend making yourself a meal. Just do not run with
knives!
Illustration by
Yifan Zhang

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor,

Every queer person has faced some form of marginalization,
but when the balance of privilege is uneven, they do not work
together despite these differences. Instead, those of privilege end
up ignoring the more marginalized members of their community.
The privilege dynamics in the queer community actively participate in the constant oppression of the rest of its more marginalized members.

Privileged queer people often have a sense of guilt when they
are forced to see the people they leave behind and contribute to
their marginalization, and always struggle to find a way out of it.
The most privileged ones tend to be white cisgender gay men. The
amount of privilege they have is not only greater than the rest
of the queer community, but it also actively participates in their
oppression. There is almost no solidarity among the privileged
members of the LGBTQ+ community to those that are more marginalized than them.
I have heard conflicting reasons for this divide. Many privileged members disregard queer radicalism and do not keep
themselves educated about the constant developments in our
movement. Many do not like confronting the pains that come with
being queer and use their privilege to hide away from that. They
are too uncomfortable being in a group full of marginalized people
and many groups get reprimanded for their focus away from the
privileged LGBTQ+ members. However, when one compares these
complaints to the complaints white people have about groups of
color, especially from those that never participate in such groups,
one can quickly see a similarity with white guilt.

The marginalized queer community is being left behind. The
silencing of oppressed LGBTQ+ individuals is a strong issue contributing to the erasure of queer history and the abandonment of
the ideals we once fought for together. Instead, that privilege is
being used to conform to the gender roles and patriarchal society
that is responsible for our own oppression. Privileged queer students of Lawrence University, it is time you give us your solidarity.
—Nebal Maysaud ‘17, GLOW president

To the Editor,

Regardless of what your
political affiliations or leanings
are, you should recognize Scalia
for what he was: one of the brightest and most powerful legal minds
in our history. Considering his
humor, friendship with Ginsberg
and more than 30 years of service
to the American people, he was
also a great man. I hope wherever he is now, he does not have
to raise his hand.
you they got wrong was not nurturing their own resilience-- kind
of exhausting yourself in the pursuit of justice and ideals. Also, a
lot of our most noble public figures have private lives that don’t
match that, so you’ve got this
schizophrenia and you ultimately don’t get the world that you
want,” concluded Tippett, “Attend
to inner life, self care, have integrity in your inner life, as a way
of strengthening your long term
ability, your whole self.”
Even though drinking and
smoking may provide one with
temporary solace by dulling most,
if not all, of one’s senses, actually
succumbing to such deleterious
yearnings is quite disheartening. I have come to realize that
true contentment comes from
surpassing yourself and defying
the destructive aspects of your
personality. Posing as a cigarettesmoking, whiskey-drinking renegade diminishes one’s status to
that of a rebel without a cause and
is meaningless.

I read your recent editorial encouraging Lawrence students
to get involved in local government with great interest. Your reasoning that students can make a huge impact if they choose to get
active is exactly right. What is more, the City of Appleton will only
become a better home for Lawrence students if they take the time
to get involved.
I am a Lawrence alumnus from the Class of 2002, and I have
lived here as a professional since 2007. In that time, I have gotten heavily involved in local government and charitable efforts.
Taking this sort of action has accelerated my social connections
and made Appleton feel like home. I have also been able to make
things happen here that I want to see, like more creative placemaking in downtown and investments in tourist attractions like
the History Museum and Mile of Music.
The 1,500 students at Lawrence can do the same thing. If you
want to make Appleton a more welcoming and inclusive place, get
involved with Celebrate Diversity Fox Cities. If you want Appleton
to be more attractive to young entrepreneurs, get involved with
the chamber of commerce or the Venture Center at Fox Valley
Technical College. If you think more arts and music will benefit
the community, volunteer with any of the wonderful arts organizations that call Appleton home. Your involvement will make a
difference!

The most important way to get involved is to vote. I have been
on the City Plan Commission for five years, and in 2016, I am running for mayor to refresh Appleton. This city is doing well, but we
have the potential to be so much better. Good enough is not good
enough anymore!
If you agree, make sure you get to the polls on Tuesday, April
5—not April 12 as was stated in the editorial. Before you do, check
out the candidates and see who matches your views. I hope you
will find that my priorities of openness in government, community-driven planning for growth, creative partnerships based on
shared goals and inclusive prosperity align with what you would
like to see for Appleton.
-- Josh Dukelow ‘02

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those
of the students, faculty and community members who
wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the Editorial Board. The Lawrentian welcomes
everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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